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App Installation



Running
Terms

LiangFangShenQi

△ LiangFangShenQi APP Running Environment Requests：

IOS 10.0 AND ABOVE, ANDROID 5.0 AND ABOVE AVAILABLE.



Activation & Installation Steps

1
Search liangfangshenqi on APP 
Store/Google play to install 
LiangFangShenQi APP.

2
Register with your email ID.

3
Login your account, tap the left top icon ”My Card 
Bag”, fill in your activation card NO. & password to 
finish the account activation.



APP Basic Operation



House Measurement & Design Procedure

Create Plans 
on phone/tablet

Sync Plans to PC Design on PC 3D Visialization



Creat a New Plan

1
Open 
LiangFangSHENQi app. 2

Tap the icon “Create 
Plans”, enter the relative 
information.

3
Tap  “ Confirm” , fill out the form and 
start to create a new floor plan.



Creat a New Plan

4 Tap the right top icon          , tap “Settings” to set the 
parameters as you like. Recommend to turn off  the 
“Display External Wall” to avoid some misleading 
while creating the floor plan.

5
Tap the right top icon          , tap “Settings”, turn off the 
“Display the Flooring”, the flooring color becomes grey 
instead of colorful.

Save Save



Creat a New Plan

6 After adjusting the thickness of exterior wall and the 
ceiling height, tap the left top “back” icon to 
continue finishing the floor plan.  

7
Tap the right top icon          , you could lock/unlock some parts, 
like: wall line, wall label, land label, furniture…



Laser Connection 

1 Turn on your laser measure and the 
Bluetooth on your smartphone/tablet. 2

Open the app, create a new plan template,  tap the icon           
to search your right Bluetooth-enable laser measure to connect 
with the app. (PS: for android smartphones, it’s necessary to 
authorize the right to access to the location and turn on the 
loacation function).



Plans Creation Steps

1
Use the below plan as a 
reference example. 2

Start the plan from the room with an
entrance door, measure & confirm the 
wall length one by one(The wall in red 
means its length need to be confirmed).

3

Select the right door type, drag & drop it to the right place, 
enter its dimensions accordingly. Then add the next door. 
Draw the wall from one of this door’s terminals as per the 
red arrows shown on the below picture to complete the 
next room. The same process can be repeated till you finish 
the whole plan. Please refer to the guailine on the app 
SETTINGS before operation.

1

2

3

4

Note: 
There’re two drawing modes. Mode A- Complete the whole room shape first, use the laser measure to measure and confirm the wall lengths 
one by one (Do not tap the icon of “Confirm” till you draw out the whole room shape). Mode B- Draw one wall, measure it’s length.  Do the 
same process till you finsh the shape & size of the whole room .

Save SaveSave



Features

1
Tap the left bottom icon “Rooms” to add the 
structure parts or rooms. 2

Tap “Free drawing”, add a door/an opening. Start by drawing the first 
wall from one of the door terminals, continue to draw the other walls 
till you close the room with the other door terminal.
Tap “Room structure”, drag & drop your desired new room to the right 
place of the exiting room (next to the exiting room).



3
Adjust the size (height,width,length,etc.) accordingly 
while you are adding the doors/windows... Tap the 
icon “Margin”, tap the arrows icon to switch the 
measurement target.

4
Tap the icon “Tools”, you could reset the line, add 
annotations, or clear the canvas.

Features



Curved Line Measurement

1
Tap the certain curved line, tap the bottom icon “Angle”, 
measure the length of the side as per the app instruction. 
The angle will be auto computed out by the system.

2
Tap the certain curved line, mesure & enter the length 
(A-B-C side) as per the app instructions, the shape of the 
curved line will be auto obtained.



Wall Edition

1
Tap the certain wall line, tap the icon “Photos”, then 
you could take photos or add photos from your 
album to markup some special points.

2
Tap the icon “Elevation”, you could check the wall 
elevation and add annotations. 



Name Rooms & Structure Parts

1
Tap “unnamed” on the canvas, tap the left bottom 
icon “Edit” to name the room or set the room height. 2

Tap the right bottom icon “Parts” to add the 
door/window/transom/label/staircase... 



Furniture & Objects

1
Tap the icon “Furniture” to furnish your plan as 
you like.  2

Tap the exiting furniture, adjust the size and angle 
as per your need (for android smartphones, tap 
the rotation icon to adjust the angle).



‘More’ Features

1
Tap “More”, tap “Plan Info” to revise the floor 
plan and client’s information. 2

Tap “Area Estimate”, check the total area of the 
whole plan and the area of each room. 



3
Tap “Rendering” & “3D Panorama”, sync the plan to the 
back stage. 4

Tap “Floor plans” to have the dimensioned floor 
plan. 

‘More’ Features

Rendering



6 Tap “ Export” / “ Share”, the plan is able to be sent 
to others through kinds of social media, such as 
WeChat, QQ, Facebook, twitter... 

5 Tap “Site Photos” to check the markup photos. 

‘More’ Features

Select

Living room   Kitchen           Balcony  



7
Tap “Duplicate”, make an exact copy of the 
selected plan for recording or doing some 
additional revision.  

8
Tap “Guide Price” to have a basic quotation 
for your reference. 

‘More’ Features



9
Tap “Delete” to remove the certain 
plan which you don’t need 
anymore.

‘More’ Features



Backstage 3D Rendering

1
Open www.kcsmas.com, click the icon “CLOUD LOGIN”, login the backstage with your personal 
account. Tap the icon of “Download” to download the floor plan in jpg/pdf/cad format If any 
question, please contact the online customer service for help. 

http://www.kcsmas.com/
http://52.221.22.199:8090/


Site House Measurement



1
To make sure the measured values accurate, the right top value shown on 
the screen of laser measure should be 90°while doing verticle 
measurement; and 0°while doing horizontal measurement. 

Site House Measurement



Site House Measurement

1
If the target wall is with inappropriate reflectace (eg.: a mirror/a back 
fabric ), it’s necessary to manually place a target plate/object on the 
relative position to make the laser operates normally as usual. If the wall 
is too thin, please switch into the front measuring reference point for the 
easy measurement while using laser measure.

2
If there’s any irregular wall which is hard to 
measure, tap the certain wall, take a photo and 
add annotations for recording.
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Thanks！


